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About  NEXT  IMPULSE  MEDIA 
We’re a group of writers, designers, tech types and account 
people that will make sure your brand content gets in front of 
the right guys. 



"Our Next Impulse Media 
Madden NFL Twitter activation 
truly helped us connect with 
Dads - a demo that is growing 
in importance. We reached a 
broader audience we don't 
typically connect with via 
social. Our Next Impulse 
Media program helped us turn 
young tech savvy gamer dads 
into EA SPORTS evangelists” 

Christopher Erb 
VP of Brand Marketing, EA SPORTS 

WE� � VE  WORKED WITH 



INTRO 
Marketing to men is easy right? Take product, insert sports celebrity, add attractive women, queue the rock/hip-hop 
music and create a scene in which any man would be interested. And yet, in one of the biggest sub-segments of men 
aged 18-40, men say that product ads they’re interested in aren’t targeted towards them – often those ads belittle them. 
This pisses them off. Why should that scare you?  
  
The products? Kids gear, cleaning products, diapers and food still reflect the former societal view that only women are 
interested in such products. And yet, the numbers are clear, up to 51% of dads shop for groceries, 41% do laundry, 40% 
tidy the house and 39% cook meals for their families. Go watch TV and find an ad where dad’s making dinner choices, 
examining the quality of diapers or watching a real mister using Mr. Clean.  
  
According to the US Census Bureau, there are 70.1 million dads and you may have already been ignoring them. 
  
While pre-dad marketing tends to be scare tactic campaigns to get would-be husbands to drop a full month’s worth of 
wages on an engagement ring, today’s dads are more dynamic, knowledgeable, and more cautious in their purchases. 
  
Unlike many generations of dads before them, many modern dads are getting off the couch to be active participants in 
their family’s home decisions. Sure, they still like sports, they still like women, and beer is still a drink of choice for many 
but their new responsibilities has created a new market for advertisers that is just being understood and marketed to. A 
market that could be upwards of over a trillion dollars; you’re listening now, right? 
 
So how do you market to a group of men who are traditionally not receptive to advertising who have ever increasing 
buying power?  
 
Dynamically.  
  
This guide will give you insights into the values, habits and behaviors of the American dad - what you might be doing 
wrong and how to create ad campaigns that embrace the new home reality. We want to help you gain a new and highly 
brand-loyal consumer base.  



TOP  DAD  MARKETING  TIPS 



Yes, a Microsoft survey 
showed that 50% of dads 
(25-40) notice digital ads 
or banners.   

THE  GLASS  Is  HALF  FULL 
#1 



In a recent eMarketing report 58% of 
Dads said that they use four or more 
review sources to determine their 
purchase.   
 
iProspect says that 41% of men with 
over $100k of household income were 
more likely to read reviews on Amazon 
than any other site.  

REVIEW  LOVERS 
#2 



#3 
ROLE  SHIFTING 

Traditional two parent households were 
at 78% in 1950 and in 2012 that number 
dove to a mere 48% of U.S. households. 
That means that many dads may now be 
the dominant or only parent in those 
households.  
 
The US Census Bureau has reported in 
increase of stay-at-home dads from 
64,000 in 2005 to 158,000 in 2010 (the 
census indicates 5 million declared stay-
at-home moms).  



#4 
NOT  HEROES, YET  HEROIC 

Modern dads aren't looking to be 
war heroes (unless they are actual 
war heroes) they seek to be heroic 
in the eyes of the family. That 
doesn't mean saving the kids from 
a tornado, they want to be seen as 
dependable adults to their kids, 
helping to guide them in times of 
need and just keeping them safe.  



#5 
INFLUENCING  MOM 

While women have gained in 
their equality, men have also 
gained equality in the 
matters of love and home.  
In an eMarketer survey, 90% 
of women consider their 
significant others when 
they seek to purchase big 
ticket items.  



MEDIA  MEN 



#6 
$400  A  MONTH  ON  MEDIA 

Families consume a lot of media that shows on TVs, iPods, 
tablets, smartphones and streaming devices. And yet, a recent 
Microsoft survey found that men make up the bulk of those 
purchases with a high of over $400 in media purchases in a 
month, nearly $100 dollars more than moms.  



#7 
MEDIA  DADS  WANT TO  

INVOLVE  THE FAM 
The media these $400-a-month men 
consume is vastly different from their 
former pre-dad selves. Here, 
fatherhood has changed the man, as 
70% of dads indicated that they’re 
more focused on age and family-
appropriate media. Sure, that’s bad 
news for late night Cinemax but very 
interesting for content creators. 



#8 
MADISON  AVE.  HATES  

FATHERHOOD 
Dads in the 70% range say that the ads they view aren’t 
targeted towards them. Often, commercials for 
products like cleaning supplies depict men as hopeless 
buffoons, unable to do much without the help of a 
woman. Sure, traditional men’s ads for products like 
trucks and after-shave won’t change much, but showing 
mom and dad cleaning the kitchen together may be the 
first smart step in your next ad campaign.  



#9 
GAMING  4LIFE 

A good chunk of that extra $100 that dads 
spend each month comes in the form of 
video games. In fact, a Microsoft survey 
found that 64% of surveyed dads owned an 
Xbox and many of those men indicated that 
they also own Kinect (Microsoft’s family-
friendly Xbox 360 accessory). Yet, dads play 
less than non-dads, often using their gaming 
consoles to stream, view or download more 
media.  



#10 
SMARTPHONE  LOVERS 

The Microsoft survey showed 
that 40% of the dads it talked 
to planned on upgrading their 
smartphone in the next year. 
While the data didn't get into 
the year-by-year breakdown 
on service plans, this number 
is interesting for mobile device 
and ad creators.  



MAKE  IT  RAIN  UP  IN  THE  STORE 



#11 
BUYERS,  NOT  SHOPPERS 

While surveys show that moms 
and dads arrive at storefronts with 
a list in hand, men are more task-
centric in their shopping activities, 
often sticking with what they 
know, getting what they need and 
getting back in the car. So they rely 
on alternative means of decision 
altering influences that often differ 
from moms.  



#12 
GROCERY  GRUNTS 

A survey found that 44% of dads had 
sole responsibility for grocery items. 
That means dads have the potential to 
influence or make annual decisions in 
the $362-487 billion dollar range. 
 
Bonus Hint: Stores with express lanes 
that don’t accept checks would make 
dads super happy… and taking out all 
those standees in the aisles. (http://
www.a-g.com/Blogroll/2011/09/~/
media/
B230C33EDA5B4EF182B1BC3F1767A
6AB.pdf)  
  



#13 
BEYOND  PRODUCE 

The same survey also 
indicated that 44% of dads 
have the sole responsibility 
when purchasing non-grocery 
items.  



#14 
BUYS  ON  NEEDS, NOT  BULK 
A Progressive Shopper survey showed that 35% of 
men bought what was needed and avoided buying in 
large quantities.  



#15 
BRAND  CENTRIC 

Dads show more brand 
allegiance than moms. 
So if they like Sony, 
they’re going to get a 
Sony product when the 
need comes. Yet, they’re 
not as brand-focused as 
their pre-dad selves and 
with a likely decreased 
budget for such items 
might decide on 
alternative brand 
purchases.  



#16 
DADS  LIKES  TO  BE  SANTA 

Given the increased time that men are 
spending with their kids, they are also making 
the decisions on what toys their kids will 
playing with. Toy makers are already targeting 
dads. Last year, LEGO introduced its daughter-
targeted Friends line of building toys that feature 
pink and purple colored female figures and 
LEGO blocks. Mega Bloks, its competitor, 
followed suit with its Barbie Build ‘n Style sets. 
LEGO talked about its marketing to dads in the 
New York Times. Successfully market to 
daddy's girls and you might gain a new way into 
dad's wallet.  



MINIVAN  SITTING  ON  20� s 



#17 
DEATH  OF  THE  MID  LIFE  COUPE 
While coupe sales soared in 1999 
with 1.7 million coupes sold to 1.2 
million sold in 2000. In 2012, a mere 
453,018 were sold. Part of the 
reason is the increase in a more 
dad-friendly alternative - sports 
sedans, four-door cars that offer 
spots-like rides with accessible 
back seats for up to two kids.  



#18 
MEN  DRIVE  MINIVANS 

Up to 52% of dads say that they drive kids to school and 
other activities from an Allen & Gerritsen survey, 
minivans might be a huge market. For dads with more 
than three kids, minivans and larger SUVs offer lots of 
room for kids, massive amounts of hauling capability 
and with V6 power, more pickup than a four cylinder. 
Even GQ magazine posted a humorous piece about a 
man's struggle with buying a minivan and the reasons 
why dads should consider the option. Chrysler's 
marketing around the Town & Country shows a black 
minivan in a grungy warehouse that 's very appealing to 
dads. Toyota sticks to old school anti-dad marketing 
with a simple insulting motto for dads: "Mommy Like." 
We do note that Chrysler's recent minivan concept, the 
C700 might attract more men if it becomes a reality. 



#19 
LONG  TERM  INVESTMENTS 

Dads also think about their kids and their 
safety when buying cars. Air bags and 
crumple zones matter, but long-term 
investment matters too. Subaru’s recent 
campaign was specifically targeting 
fathers, a group that historically does not 
buy Subarus. It features a dad who gives 
his teenage daughter the keys to the 
family car as he reminisces on how 
she’s grown (a well played strategy, 
Subaru).  



I  NEED  PROOF 



#20 
DATA  NOT  DESIRE 

Data drives the final purchasing 
decisions of dads. If they see 
items they want, they don’t rely 
on (or seek the help of) store 
salespeople. They understand 
the product, its limitations, its 
features and where they can 
find the best price, before doing 
the actual purchase.  



#21 
DAD  RECCOMMENDED 

Mommy approved means less 
since only 41% of women in the 
Yahoo survey said that they 
would advocate for the purchase 
of a recently used good or 
product; 58% of dads would 
advocate for those products (a 
similar Microsoft survey also 
showed this trend at 48%).  



#22 
THE  NEW  ADVOCATE  CLASS 
Dads depend on their products 
as much as moms and when it 
comes to technology products 
or services, a whopping 81% of 
young dads would give out 
advice on tech products. With 
young dads being more 
technology focused, they're 
often more likely to be asked for 
recommendations.  



#23 
INFLUENCED  BY  MOBILE  ADS 

68% of dads say that 
they're likely to make 
purchases based on 
smartphone ads. Just 
58% of smartphone-
owning moms would. 



#24 
MORE SOCIAL 

54% of men say that 
they use social networks 
to research products.  



I  GOT  THAT  SMELL  GOOD 



#25 
RUGGED  BEAUTY 

Go to your grocery store and 
you'll notice a growing section of 
the health and beauty section: 
Men's Products. Interestingly, 
todays men and dads care about 
their look with 19% of men 
saying that they use hair 
coloring and facial products.  



OUTRO 
Dads are a huge and growing group who have a massive 
amount of power that's growing leaps and bounds as the 
traditional thresholds of family widen into a different 
meaning. The next boys who enter fatherhood will carry 
their father's ways to their children, ways that will ultimately 
influence and change the way marketing professionals 
target their messages.  
  
So what do you do with this information? Does your product 
target dads? If so, how will your message change? How will 
you deliver solutions or answer expectations for those dads? 
Have the messages that you've already communicated 
alienate a potential audience?  



Our Playground Dad website has an engaged twitter following of over 300,000 
influential dads and moms.  
 
We help brands get in front of these affluent dads in a compelling and organic 
way. Want more information on our Playground Dad Twitter Programs?  

LET� s  KEEP  TALKING 
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